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This play is honestly such a trippy ride. Even a week later, we' re still not sure what to think.
The cast of Citizen Dog is impressive, especially Liu Xiaoyi and Alvin Chiam, who both take on
the roles of two characters in the play. While Alvin Chiam' s characters are visibly separate, wear
different costumes, and do not overlap at any point, co-playwright Liu Xiaoyi seamlessly
transitions from Lao Pu to Wang Yuan Feng in a matter of seconds, successfully pulling off a
complete change in the way he moves, speaks, and carries himself, leaving the audience with no
confusion as to who he is portraying at any point in time. The casts' movements are timed
precisely to sound effects such as running taps and the opening and closing of doors, without a
single slip-up through the entire play. Lighting designer Lim Woan Wen uses brightly coloured
neon lights to great effect, allowing the same stage to transform from a warm, homely living
room to something much more unnerving and sinister.

However, for us, the most captivating character of Citizen Dog is the dog itself. Voiced and
controlled by puppeteers Trey Ho, Ann Lek, and Darren Guo, it acts as an almost omnipresent -
and exceedingly vulgar -- narrator and comic relief throughout the play. Even without facial
features, the dog is remarkably emotive, and moves with an eerie, nearly life-like quality. The
sheer technical abilities of the 3-man team is astounding - they' ve memorised their lines to the
point that it' s second nature to speak at exactly the same time and pace, even while controlling
the dog, allowing the audience to merge puppet with puppeteers and see the dog as a single,

